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Hybrid Electric School Buses
Hit the Road Across Kentucky
The wheels on the bus go Round
and Round and the people on the bus go
Up and Down and the driver of the bus
says “Move on Back”. All this continues
to happen across Kentucky, but with the
hybrid electric school bus project, the
buses have become rolling classrooms.
Not just the students are learning
from this technology, used in heavy-duty
trucks for some time. We adults in the
industry are getting a firsthand education
about the real world performance of
heavy-duty hybrid systems in school
buses.

With funding from the
US. Department of Energy,
the Kentucky Clean Fuels
Coalition and the Kentucky
Department of Education have teamed to place
213 of these buses across Kentucky. We are
gathering a variety of data from school districts.
Data that includes miles per gallon, driver
compatibility, comparisons with existing diesel
engines, terrain, weather conditions, photos and
media coverage. This is an exercise in research
for the industry.
Initial performance reviews show double the
miles per gallon for some of the buses!

Story continued
on page 3

Mammoth Cave National Park Chosen for Partnership
KCFC long-time member Mammoth Cave National Park
was chosen to lead a national partnership between the U.S.
Department of Energy and the National Park Service in 2010.
This initiative is designed to reduce petroleum use,
improve air quality, curb congestion and educate visitors
about the advantages of cleaner fuels.
MCNP was chosen as the first participant because of
the proven commitment to cleaner fuels. In 1999, MCNP
introduced E85 to their fleet and quickly became the first
national park fleet in the nation to be 100% powered by clean
fuels/technologies. Four additional Propane powered buses,
two Propane powered pick up trucks and five Low Speed
Electric vehicles are included for MCNP.

Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks will also
participate in the program.
A variety of vehicle technologies are included in the $1.3
million dollar partnership. Propane, Electric, Ethanol (E85)
and hybrids will be featured, along with an extensive education
component.

LPG Ford 15
passenger
demonstration
van from Roush.
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President
Barry Zink, Whayne Supply Company
Vice President
Dickie Turner, Murray State University
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Geoffrey Hobin, TARC
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Vic Peek, LG&E (retired)

2010 Directors

“The perils of overwork are slight compared to
the dangers of inactivity” - Thomas Alva Edison
Inactivity will never be an adjective used to
describe the Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition!
Barry Zink,
In economic times that have taken non-profit
Whayne Supply
organizations to task, our members have boosted
us up, rolled up their sleeves and worked tirelessly.
An increased E85 market across Kentucky, the introduction and
expansion of heavy-duty hybrid systems to transit buses, delivery trucks
and school buses, the return of propane as a transportation fuel and
multiple aftermarket improvements—all by KCFC members!
Seventeen years ago the KCFC began, venturing into an industry
that required foresight. In 2010, that foresight has been enhanced by a
tremendous work ethic.
I am proud to have served this year as President of the KCFC.

Brian Rafferty
Ingram Barge Company
Jeff Lykins
Lykins Companies
Bill Jacob
UPS
Mark Coffman
Alltech Incorporated
Debbie Ellis
Kentucky Soybean Association
Dr. Nancy Cox
University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture
Mike Mulheirn
Jefferson County Public Schools
Rick Geise
Griffin Industries, Incorporated
Mick Henderson
Commonwealth Agri-Energy
Greg Davis
Forever Resorts

2010 KCFC Funding
Income

Argonne National Laboratories - Intern .................................................................$11,500
Kentucky Corn Growers - E85 Retail Marketing/Thorntons..................................... $7,500
Kentucky Corn Growers - Ethanol Marketing.......................................................... $2,000
Membership Dues................................................................................................. $58,000
U.S. Clean Cities - Program Support..................................................................... $22,500
CTEP - Heavy Duty Hybrid Workshop..................................................................... $2,000
EPA/UPS Repower Project.................................................................................... $52,000
UPS Foundation.................................................................................................... $20,000
U.S. Department of Energy - Hybrid School Bus Project .............................. $12.9 million
U.S. Department of Energy - Mammoth Cave Project......................................... $575,000

Total Income: $13,650,500
Annual audits available upon request.

Elizabeth Robb Schmitz
Kentucky Division for Air Quality
Tracey Thurman
Lexington/Fayette Urban County Government
Frank Moore
Kentucky Department of Energy
Development & Independence

Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition
Melissa Howell, Executive Director
PO Box 5174, Louisville, KY 40255
502.452.9152
kycleanfuels@insightbb.com

www.kentuckycleanfuels.org
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Hybrid Electric School Buses from page 1

A+

Eaton’s Kentucky
Hybrids Get An
LaRue County Schools in
Hodgenville took delivery of
Kentucky’s 1st hybrid-electric
school bus. Sam Sanders is
Superintendent, Phil Fulkerson,
Transportation Director.
Our school district leadership kudos go out to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allen
Bath
Boone
Breathitt
Caverna
Corbin
Covington

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frankfort
Franklin County
Kenton
Larue
Marion
Martin
Mercer

Eaton Corporation is a

diversified power management

company and offers the world’s most
complete line-up of hybrid power
systems for commercial vehicle
applications, including electric hybrid,
plug-in electric hybrid and hydraulic

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hybrid power systems. Eaton hybrid

Montgomery
Pike
Simpson
Todd
Trigg
Warren
Whitley

power systems have accumulated
more than 88 million miles of roadtested service around the world and
contributed to the saving of more
than 3.4 million gallons of fuel and
reducing more than 34,000 tons of

These were the first school districts to apply. Fourteen districts have requested
hybrid buses in the second round of applications.
More than 100 buses have been ordered with 23 of those already in use. Secondround delivery will begin in March 2011.
The KCFC has long been a leader in the clean fuel arena. We have been able
to bring the rubber to the road for school districts, equipment manufacturers
and technicians. We stayed at the head of the line in 2010 to introduce a cleaner
technology in real world use. Kentucky will have the largest hybrid-electric school
bus fleet in the nation.

harmful emissions.
Eaton worked with leading
manufacturers to specially design
its hybrid system for school buses.
The hybrid system combines an
electric motor with the buses diesel
engine to help propel the bus
forward from a stop which provides
fuel and emissions savings. The

Whayne is proud to be the dealer for
Thomas C2e Hybrid School Buses

hybrid system on school buses also

First unit delivered in Kentucky July 27, 2010.

The Eaton system can be

includes Eaton’s unique hill start
assist technology that keeps the bus
from rolling backward on a grade.
found in UPS delivery trucks, Coca
Cola trucks and in the 213 Kentucky
School Buses being ordered now.

www.whayne.com
1-800-493-2963

JPN 10.10
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Internet TV New Way to
Reach Out for KCFC
kyGREENtv is an
internet based television
station and social network
focused on promoting all
things green in
Kentucky. People
can tune in and
find everything
from educational
and original
programming,
how-to videos,
discover local
events, green
businesses and non-profit organizations.
The Kentucky’s Greenside channel featured the Alltech FEI
World Equestrian Games, including long time KCFC member
Griffin Industries and their role in the 16 day event in Lexington.
Griffin supplied Biodiesel to the venue to power generators and
other diesel equipment. Kentucky’s Greenside is also aired on
Kentucky Educational Television (KET).
Several additional KCFC members will be featured on
kyGREENtv in early 2011. The WEG feature aired in December.

US Department of Energy

Smile, you may be
on Clean Cities TV
very soon!

The U.S. Department of Energy will be providing cameras to
Clean Cities Coordinators, including KCFC Executive Director
Melissa Howell to use as part of the CCTV program that begins
in early 2011. Kentucky projects and events footage will be
uploaded to the CCTV site and will have an international
audience. An actual studio will be set up in Washington,
D.C. as well for feature interviews. This announcement came
when Howell attended the US DOE Leadership retreat at Mt.
Rushmore in September.
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Biodiesel Powers
World Equestrian Games
The Alltech FEI Games/WEG foundation
used just under 200,000 gallons of a 5%
Biodiesel blend on all diesel powered
equipment which was donated by Griffin
Industries. From September 8th until the closing
of the games and wrap up on September 24th,
the equipment ran two 1500 kW generators,
85 - 100 portable lighting Towers, five tractors
for personnel trolleys between various events
and showcases throughout the Kentucky Horse
Park.

Mammoth Cave Alt
Fuel Fleet Featured
on PBS’ MotorWeek
MotorWeek, a PBS television
program, featured Mammoth Cave
National Park as a true clean fuels success
story! Beginning in 1999 with E85, the
park now operates its entire fleet with
100% alternative fuels: E85, biodiesel,
propane, and electricity.
The TV segment aired on PBS stations
nationwide in August during its regular
weekly PBS timeslot. Check it out on our
website at www.kycleanfuels.org.

Lexington-Fayette Urban
County Government Leads
by Example
Lexington continues to reduce its carbon
footprint. In 2010, Lexington reduced its diesel
consumption by 30% by using Biodiesel. Lexington
fuels 135 heavy-duty vehicles including 113 refuse
haulers and 22 dump trucks and street sweepers.
With over 60 hybrid
vehicles, Lexington
continues as the state’s
leader in municipal
hybrid use. Lexington
is committed to green
fleet strategies for a
better environment and a
stronger community.

Roush provides PropanePowered Vehicles to
Kentucky Fleets
The City of Lexington, UPS, Louisville Water Company,
and Mammoth Cave National Park took advantage of the
demonstration program with Roush Clean Tech and Ferrellgas
for a demonstration of a Ford F-250 and a Ford 15-passenger van
each with the Roush Propane system. The vehicles were utilized
in daily operations replacing regular fleet vehicles during the
demonstration.

Demonstration truck used by
LFUCG. Employee is Taylor Smith.
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Thorntons & Corn Growers Partner to
Grow & Promote E85
Financial assistance from the Kentucky Corn Growers
Association and ethanol support organization Growth Energy
helped Thorntons, Inc. install five new E85 stations in Kentucky
this year.
There are now 18 E85 public fueling locations in the state, and
eight are owned by Thorntons. This leading fuel retailer in the
Midwest is providing the E85 fuel at many of its locations because
demand for the clean, domestic fuel has increased.
According to Growth Energy, there are more than 92,000
Flexible-Fuel Vehicles (FFVs), those that can run on ethanol
blends up to 85%, registered in Kentucky. That number is growing
as vehicle manufactures continue to provide the engines as
standard equipment.
Kentucky Corn Growers and Thorntons worked together
this summer to promote the new E85 fueling stations during the
Kentucky State Fair. Fair-goers who visited the Corn Growers’
booth were given $5 gift cards and coupons books for E85 fuel at
Thorntons locations.
KyCGA and Thorntons believed the Kentucky State Fair was a
good venue for the promotion to remind fuel users that ethanol is
a farm-raised fuel.
These groups continue to work with KCFC for future
marketing and installation projects.
For a full listing of E85 locations visit
www.kentuckycleanfuels.org.
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UPS Sees 35% Improvement with Hybrids
Eight U.S. cities served as the test tracks for 250 heavy duty hybrid electric
delivery trucks purchased by UPS in 2010.
The rolling laboratories have realized a 35% fuel economy improvement
over their standard diesel powered delivery trucks. An Eaton electric system was
utilized in Cummins diesel, MBE 904’s, and International VT275’s.
“This technology, where properly used, can yield a 35 percent fuel savings,
the equivalent of 100 conventional UPS delivery vehicles” said Bob Stoffel, UPS
senior vice president of supply chain, strategy, engineering and sustainability.

UPS Continuing Repowers at Worldport
With 13 gate electrification systems in place and 45 cargo tugs Repowered, UPS is more than halfway
through their Clean Diesel Program. Funds were awarded by EPA in 2009 and totaled $473,939.00. UPS
matched that amount with $2,275,207.00 to complete gate electrification at 13 gates and 92 cargo tug
Repowers. Diesel engines are being replaced with gasoline powered Ford 2010 emission compliant 2.8L
engines.

KCFC Keeps Members Connected
For the latest news on clean fuel and technology projects, our
members and funding opportunities, visit our web site:

www.kentuckycleanfuels.org

You can also point your news feed readers to our news blog,
http://kycleanfuels.blogspot.com.

Integrated Agriculture
Ethanol...Livestock Feed...Feed Additives

Ethanol….Livestock Feed….Feed Additives
4895 Pembroke Road
4895
PembrokeKYRd
Hopkinsville,
Hopkinsville
KY
270-475-4415

www.commonwealthagrienergy.com
270.475.4415

www.commonwealthagrienergy.com
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Heavy-Duty Hybrid
Electric Workshop

Coca Cola Enterprises, UPS, Hercules (Prairie Farms),
TARC, Eaton and Terex vehicles were center stage in
downtown Louisville June 3rd for the Heavy Duty Hybrid
Transportation for Kentucky Workshop, hosted by the KCFC.
Attendees were able to view heavy duty hybrid vehicles used
on the roads today as well as hear from industry experts from
across the country.

Members Connect at KCFC
Meetings

Above, John
Wright of Owensboro
Grain, Karen Reagor
of NEED, Robert Hash
of KREC, and Eddie
Coleman of Green
Fuel Holdings discuss
market challenges.
Right, Jamie Fiepke of the Kentucky Motor Transport
Association and Len Duman of Mercer Transportation
chat it up.

Value...

one way we stand out!

Building Brand Value:
KCFC partnered with the Clean Transportation Education
Project (CTEP) in North Carolina to host the workshop, one of
over 20 industry workshops across the nation. This initiative
was awarded funding by the U.S. Department of Energy.

• Marathon employs 33 Territory Managers and
5 Program Territory Managers to deliver value
to our customers.
• Marathon has excellent supply with truck
loading racks at our 87 terminals, all operated
with the driver in mind.
• Marathon has 7,700 miles of pipeline, which
ensures stable and flexible supply.
• Marathon is the 5th largest refiner in the United
States, owning and operating seven refineries with
a combined capacity of 1 million barrels per day.

For Brand and Wholesale opportunities visit
www.marathonpetroleum.com
www.marathon.com
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TARC Growing Hybrid Bus Fleet
TARC’s fleet of environmentally-friendly buses
increased to 21 with the arrival of nine new Gillig hybridelectric buses in mid July. Seven of them were funded
through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (ARRA) and two from a variety of federal and state
sources.
Mayor Jerry Abramson, along with U.S.
Representative John Yarmuth, Kentucky Transportation
Service Delivery Director Vickie Bourne and TARC
Executive Director J. Barry Barker attended the unveiling.
“Not only will these hybrid buses help Louisvillians
breathe easier by reducing pollution, but they’ll help save
money,” said Congressman John Yarmuth (KY-3). “With
lower maintenance costs and lower fuel consumption that will save 3,000
gallons per year, per bus, TARC will have more resources to create jobs and
grow their services.”
The buses costs $558,000 each, but they costs less to maintain, thanks to
regenerative braking and no transmission to maintain.
The hybrid-electric technology uses electric power in combination
with a diesel-powered engine. The hybrid’s diesel engine is smaller. A regular
diesel bus emits the most pollution when it accelerates
from a stop or goes up hill. The hybrid bus uses electric
power from its batteries to accelerate, drastically reducing
emissions and eliminating tailpipe smoke in these
situations. With less demand on the diesel engine, the
hybrid buses are much quieter. This innovative bus also
accelerates and goes up hills without revving the engine.

Proud member of the KCFC

ALONE WE’RE DELICIOUS. TOGETHER WE’RE YUM!

®
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Diesel Emissions Reduced by DAQ Grant
Projects
By Shea Hogan, KY Division of Air Quality

In 2010, the Kentucky Division for Air Quality (DAQ) continued
to oversee several grant projects funded through the Kentucky Clean
School Bus Grant Program. DAQ awarded nearly $2 million of the
U.S. EPA’s Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) funds to 27 school
districts across the state to help reduce emissions from their buses.
Upon full completion of this grant program, 773 school buses will be
retrofitted with emission control devices, resulting in a reduction of
5.7 tons of particulate matter, 54.1 tons of hydrocarbons, and 106.8 tons of carbon monoxide in Kentucky.
In conjunction with the bus retrofits performed, each school district also implemented an idle reduction
policy in their school bus fleet. DAQ staff provided educational materials, templates, and support for the
adoption and implementation of these policies.
DAQ has also begun to expand the Division’s grant program beyond school buses to include diesel
vehicles from all sectors across the state, utilizing continuing DERA funds made available through the EPA.
Through this expanded program, $235,000 is currently being used to fund a truck replacement project with an
Independent Owner-Operator long-haul trucking operation in addition to a retrofit project with the Lexington
Fayette Urban County Government’s fleet of refuse haulers.

Ferrellgas fields one of the largest
alternative fuel fleets in America

Next stop,
a greener tomorrow.

• Saf-T-Liner C2e Hybrid is home in Kentucky
• Reduces greenhouse emissions up to 30%
• No plug-in required

TBB/MC-A-060. Thomas Built Buses is registered to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.
Copyright © Daimler Trucks North America LLC. All rights reserved. Thomas Built Buses Inc.,
is a subsidiary of Daimler Trucks North America LLC, a Daimler company.
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Ferrell Autogas, has recently undertaken a targeted initiative to provide
fleet managers a cost-effective, clean, safe, and reliable fuel by providing local
governments and companies across the state the opportunity to test propanepowered vehicles. Ferrellgas has teamed with Roush and provides fueling to fleets
with demonstration vehicles.
Since 1939, Ferrellgas has provided propane service to homes, businesses,
and farms across the United States. By serving as a board member of the
Kentucky Propane Educational Research Council and the Kentucky Propane Gas
Association, future initiatives in the transportation arena will include Propane. By
serving on the 2011 Board of Directors of the Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition,
Ferrellgas can lead in
partnership development
for fleets across the
commonwealth.

Howell Honored as
Leadership Louisville
Graduate
KCFC Executive Director Melissa Howell joined a
diverse group of 34 leaders this year
as part of the Leadership Louisville
Bingham Fellows Class of 2010.
The class participants were
selected based on their
commitment to ‘moving the
needle’ on sustainability
in Louisville. Howell
graduated from
the class on
September 16.

2011 Officers
President
Tracey Thurman, Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government
Vice President
Bill Jacob, UPS
Secretary
Greg Davis, Mammoth Cave Hotel
Treasurer
Vic Peek, LG&E (retired)

2011 Board of Directors
Merritt Becker
Cummins Crosspoint
Darren Patchin
Ferrellgas
Len Dunman
Mercer Transportation

Intern made possible
by Argonne National
Laboratories
KCFC is one of 25
programs nationwide
to receive funding
from Argonne National
Laboratories for
a summer intern
program. Katherine
Aston Wheat began
work with the KCFC
June 1st focusing on
database generation,
data analysis and market research. She is
completing her MBA at the University of
Louisville.
Additional funding from ANL will allow
KCFC to hire another intern, January through
May 2011.

John Lyons
KY Division of Air Quality
Laura Knoth
KY Corn Growers Association
Thomas Clark
Eaton Corporation
Mike Mulheirn
Jefferson County Public Schools
Nancy Cox
University of Kentucky
Fred Byrd
Kentucky Energy Efficient Schools – U of L
Kristina Anderson
KY Department of Energy Development and Independence
Dickie Turner
Murray State University
Mark Cahill
Bluegrass International
Eddie Coleman
Green Fuels Holding
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2010 KCFC Members

Supporting & Non-Profit Members
Forever Resorts
G & J Pepsi Bottling Company
Gasoline Equipment Sales
Green Fuels Holding
Jefferson County Public Schools
Kentucky Department of Agriculture
Kentucky Division for Air Quality
Kentucky Department for Energy Development
and Independence
Kentucky Division of Fleet Management
Kentucky Soybean Association

Lexington Fayette Urban County Government
Louisville International Airport
Mammoth Cave National Park
Max Arnold & Sons
Metropolitan Sewer District Louisville
Murray State University
Riley Oil
TARC – Transit Authority of River City
University of Kentucky – College of Agriculture
University of Louisville – Kentucky Pollution
Prevention Center

For more information about membership, visit www.kentuckycleanfuels.org

